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The Riverview Deck

A unique wedding venue
Overlooking the magnificent Derwent River
Tasmanian food, wine and warm hospitality
15 acres of water-bound private bushland
Tailored menu and theming options
Exceptional boutique settings

The Atrium

The Pool Room

The Conservatory

Dramatically perched above the shores of the Derwent River with a backdrop
of the Historic Shot Tower, Glen Albyn’s views span Storm Bay, Bruny Island and
beyond. Feel a world away whilst being only 12 minutes drive from Hobart’s
CBD, at a property that has nestled itself in as one of Tassie’s most unique
wedding venues.

O UR FA CI LI T I E S
Drawing cue from its natural settings, one of Glen Albyn’s most sought after features is
the The Pool Room, a pool covered by glass and softly illuminated via underwater mood
lighting. Embark to The Riverview Deck, where expansive decking merges with the waters
of the Derwent as it floats on a sprawling reflective pool. The Conservatory, a marqueeclad tennis court offers opportunities for extended events whilst The Atrium provides a
space for intimate settings above the waters of the Derwent.
setting

capacity:

seated

cocktail

70

120

The Pool Room

150

220

Atrium/Pool Room combined

220

340

80

150

350

700

The Atrium

The Riverview Deck
The Conservatory

OUR F OOD
Merging the flavours and colours of Tasmania’s word-famous produce, Glen Albyn is
committed to indulging your senses. Each menu is carefully custom-tailored to reflect
the uniqueness of your wedding whilst innovative and striking presentation of food and
beverages is an essential component of our fine fare. We work together as a team with
one common goal in mind, to create an event that is just as individual as you.

ST Y LI N G A N D T HEMING
Create your dreams at Glen Albyn with our extensive creative theming options.
Incorporated at Glen Albyn Estate is BW Events, Managed by Bernadette Woods.
BW events offers theming for both onsite events at Glen Albyn as well as offsite functions.
From stylish simplicity to elegant regality or a hint of quirky fun, we work with your
imagination and our innovative expertise to generate an unforgettable setting for you
and your guests.

Glen Albyn Estate
380-400 Channel Highway, Taroona Tasmania
Contact Bernadette on 0410 575 713
www.glenalbynestate.com.au
bernadette@bwevents.com.au
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